The Organ of the Cambridge Hash House Harriers
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Oh Would, You Like?

Welcome from the Edithare
-

10 THINGS I KNOW ABOUT YOU:
1 You are reading this.
2 You are human.
3 You can’t say the letter “P” without separating your lips.
4 You just tried to do it.
6 You are laughing at yourself.
7 You have a smile on your face and you skipped number 5.
8 You just checked to see if there is a number 5.
9 You laugh at this because you are an idiot (but everyone else does it too, if that
makes you feel better).
10 You are going to see who else falls for this.

On On
Paparazzi.

Why is there a knob head
In my beer?

Awards

(May 2018 to May 2019)

Having devoted every Sunday for many years and some excellent running,
hashers are rewarded for their dedication and given awards for their
efforts. Here are the awards given over the past year.

100 Runs for One for His Knob

300 Runs for Klingon

200 Runs Open All Hours

400 Runs for UBend & HGO

400 Runs WYDT

400 Runs for Paparazzi

500 Runs Dave El Rave

600 Runs The Earl

1100 Runs Unmentionable. We
won’t “mention” this but it has taken a
minimum of 21 years plus to achieve this!

Well Done.

900 Runs Lightening
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What can you remember?
Remember these photos? Give me the name of the Pub, the run number and what village did we ran from?
Answers in the June Herald. Go on, test the old grey matter.

1.
Pub: ______________________________
Run Number: _______________________
Where: ____________________________

2.
Pub: ______________________________
Run Number: _______________________
Where: ____________________________

3.
Pub: ______________________________
Run Number: _______________________
Where: ____________________________

4.
Pub: ______________________________
Run Number: _______________________
Where: ____________________________

5.
Pub: ______________________________
Run Number: _______________________
Where: ____________________________

6.
Pub: ______________________________
Run Number: _______________________
Where: ____________________________

7.
Pub: ______________________________
Run Number: _______________________
Where: ____________________________

8.
Pub: ______________________________
Run Number: _______________________
Where: ____________________________

Alison’s 60th

Birthday

Mystery Picnic Trip – 26th May






Bus pick-ups on-route
to and from Cambridge
Mystery Run venue
Super Spring Picnic in
delightful mystery
location
Bank Holiday Monday
to recover!!!

If you don’t get on the bus you
won’t be there!!!

Seaside Run – Sun 21st Jul 2019
This year’s seaside run is on Sun 21st Jul 2019. It will be an A to B starting at
Cromer and ending in Sheringham. There will be a 3 m walkers route and a
more adventurous 6 m runners trail. The morning coach from Cambridge will
stop at Sheringham where people can
get on or off. At 11:00 am it will depart
to Cromer and the run will start at 11:30
am. People travelling by car can park
either end and use the regular local bus or catch the morning coach at 11:00am
from Sheringham. Your hares are El Rave and Paparazzi. The event coincides with
the annual Sheringham Beer Festival. So why not stay the whole weekend.

Run 2105 – 3rd Feb 2019
Black Bull Inn, Balsham
Hare: Wrong ‘ole
Scribe: Horny
This run could be described as a shit trail. As the hare explained in the opening circle - the trail was laid in horse
bedding, used horse bedding. The bag of "dust" was a little pungent I am told - I refrained from having a sniff myself.
To further confound the easily confused pack, Wrong 'ole explained he had used Monday markings - several of our
pack are still struggling with Sunday markings after many years - so what could possibly go wrong.
The circle was about to close when our illustrious Grand Master brought out the sock of doom and started to pull out
several names until some poor unfortunate b****d got the job of writing up this shit trail, I'll be Ok I thought, I am
doing the Herald this month, can't possibly expect me to produce 2 masterpieces in such a short space of time - and
so it proved. Another hasher named Horney was pulled out of the sock, "not me Big Leg I said, I'm Horny." Anyway
despite this flawless case for the defence it was deemed that Ted ( fill in here ) can't spell, so I was lumbered.
And it turned out to be not such a shit trail after all, very icy in part and lots of shiggy, some good ups and some good
downs, a few teasing false trails to keep us all on our toes. Even a regroup (that foxed 'em). I would have welcomed a
few more checks to get a breather more often but an excellent r*n. (The fact it was laid on a bike in the mud also
helped somewhat as we just followed Wrong 'ole's tyre tracks - apart from when the shiggy got so bad he had to
carry it!).
We all arrived back at the pub in a timely manner, and what a lovely pub it was too. A few good beers, very polite bar
crew and they even had Flat White - so Sox was happy, which is always a good thing. Having said that I had hardly
stepped in the door when Computer gave me that look and I knew what was coming, "but I paid last week?" "Well
that was last month and now this is this month". Feeling totally persecuted by now I coughed up, part of me thinking
I was buying 2 coffees and not just the
one

.

So on out into the cold for the closing circle. A lot of us huddling in the sunny corner for what little warmth it
provided.
There was a returnee - Rigor Mortis I believe?
And sinners included:






The Edithare for not responding to Fraser as she attempted to submit an earlier write-up.
Blow Back for presenting WYDT with a bouncing cheque – what is it with Whittles and money?
Unmentionable has previously been known to pull out notes that have not been legal tender for decades!!.
BB even tried to bounce the down down back on WYDT but the pack, as judge, jury and executioner, were
having none of it.
We all then thanked Ray (Googly) for the sunshine.
WYDT did pick up a down down – more car trouble. She was driving the old one apparently, maybe because
the new one kept trying to park itself. The old car clearly resenting being replaced and attacked her on at
least 2 occasions.
The hare Wrong 'ole for new”ish” shoes - but got away with drinking from them.






Blowback (again) for abandoning his sunnies when buggering off from the re-group.
Sox was called out for accusing the RA of unfair treatment for previous offences, as it seemed like a weak
attempt to get a free beer she was rightly told to return to the circle without a drink (am I in trouble?!!)
Jetstream for domestic abuse – can't remember exactly but it involved locking Unmentionable out in the
snow.
Fraser and Big Leg – for some story of a lost glove and a bottle of wine.

Then the raffle – where my £1 was seen to be "great value for money" as I won a pair of Warrens old shorts – though
no way he would ever have fit them.

The Whittles seem to win everything else – although Chimp did win the Gin but may need Gorillas help to open it
due to injuries sustained last time she was on the gin (allegedly).

Run 2107 – 17th Feb 2019
George and Dragon, Potton
Hare: Toed Bedsores and Computer
Scribe: Googly
Sometimes when I wake up on a Sunday and the sun is shining it’s, oh what a lovely day
for a hash. Then it dawns on me OMG it’s a deadly teddly effort; I wonder what doom
will befall us all today. Will it be a half marathon, a ridiculous A to B or just the usual
cock-up. Anyway it’s unseasonably warm and sunny so after a good chit chat with 18 or
so fellow hashers, in the titchy-witchy car park, I’m all perky by the appointed hour. But
hey; no G.Master Big Leg (canine problems), so G.Mattress Antar obliged calling all to
order. Then it’s “Who’s the W****r on the phone” it’s the GM doing a phone-a-friend
draw for the scribe - and yeah.....you’ve guessed I lost.
“I hope you don’t miss the eighteen or so checkbacks I’ve laid” says Bedsores as the pack trotted up
the street. Computer or Ctrl Alt Delete (if you like) couldn’t face it all again so
retired to the coffee lounge across the road. Eureka we’re on trail and looking for
more dust came across a check in a kiddies play park – crafty. Headless chicken
moment before a speck of dust is spotted down the side of a bridge leading to a
path going straight into Pegnut wood. After running round in circles from checkback to check-back with distant calls of ARE YOU for half an hour or so Klinger
was the first to find the ON skirting past the twelfth hole at John O’ Gaunt golf course out of the woods and onto the
B1040 and a check. The trail went across the road to another track and lordy knows where. Maybe Sandy heath? This
is where googly maps played its part and led me back to the George & Dragon.
Perfect timing its 1215 and the beer engines are pumping – magic - Timothy
Taylor Landlord magic The pack got back in dribs and drabs over the next half
hour or so and I don’t think anyone, except perhaps Dave the Rave managed,
anywhere near to complete what, I can only say was a very obscure and
confusing trail. Good one Bedsores you starred yet
again!
A small – only 20 hashers by now – circled up for the
traditional post lube ceremony with the said hares
getting down downs along with I’m not Driving, One
for his Nob for destroying a check, Googly for a weather related sin, Taxi for getting
his mucking words fuddled in the zoo and finally One for his Nob for completing 100
runs – congrats. Now it’s ‘On the Piss’.
On On - Googly
---------oo---------

Run 2108 – 24th Feb 2019
Mad Cat Inn, Pidely
Hare: Haven't Got One
Scribe: Little Blow
An eventful Sunday with the best weather CH3 has on offer, a truly stunning
sunny day, thanks to Kermit for his sundancing, it paid off.
Forest Dump and Spicey Bear tried re-arranging the car
park on entry but escaped only with loss of a number-plate,
thankfully no hashers or hash-dogs were injured in the
manoeuvre, better luck next time.

The trail was expertly laid by Haven`t Got One, ably assisted
by his entourage, Czech Her Out, JustOrion and JustOrson
(Family Stroud). They worked hard to make it personal, as it was from Mad Cat Inn and featured
Stroud Hill, well done Stroud team, not sure anyone can do better (but it is early in the year yet).

Mountain rescue was on hand for any incidentals, which thankfully was not required, although
a hill (mountain to some far too used to Cambridge terrain) was indeed scaled.
Excellent legwear celebrating the sun displayed by Debonaire and JustJosephine.

Now for mid-write up apologies: I don’t generally see much running.
This trail was no exception.
I saw many hashers, the majority of which were walkers who just about managed the
mountainous territory without requiring Pidley’s Rescue Services.
My exceptions on runner contact started with Wai Wai
who disappeared into the distance over Stroud Hill front
‘running’ the walkers trail.

She and Blowback were found by Klinger later
to be wearing offensive merchandise, which amazingly, SlapHead was not held
accountable for.

There was some confusion over the actual winners of the rugby the day before, Klinger
set Blowback and Wai Wai right.
Only Me managed to accidentally shortcut the trail, but I am reliably informed there were
other runners, somewhere out there and no mountain rescuing was required…. Although
Lady Slipstream was recognised for her inspiration while passing the golf course to run in
the opposite direction.
The mismanagement Kermit, Big Leg and Antar were busy congratulating themselves,
forgetting who was the Grandest Mattress of all (although thankfully Antar left the outfit
and wig at home, what a blessing for some), and passing each other down downs for something (the weather,
again?) Dave the Rave and Paparazzi also fell for a bit of nepotism, to join the club, or something

On such a truly magnificent day it was fitting there were some impressive CH3 milestones to celebrate, in no
particular order of priority of no doubt exceptional debauchery, athletic prowess and well, some amazing stamina:




Lightning on achieving 900 runs
The Earl for achieving 600 runs
Haven’t Got One joined by U-Bend for 400 runs

Thanks to all for a memorable and exceptional Sunday.
On On!

Run 2109 – 3rd Mar 2019
Chequers, Orwell
Hare: Deep Shit and Shiggy 2 Shoes
Scribe: El Rave
We have had a lot of trouble with the managers of Wimpole in the past who will not allow the
hash to use their estate. So I was wondering where Shiggy and Deep Shit had laid their trail. We
would soon find out. We had come to the end of the freaky warm
weather in February and the wind was now blowing very strongly.
In the pre-circle the GM welcomed Bore Whore from Florida.
We were sent on our way expecting to follow the usual trail
towards the church. It went that way
but suddenly turned right through a
series of paths between the houses.
We still ended up at the church! So
through the church and upwards to
the large pit at the back. The front
runners by now have worked out that
the trail is an anti-clockwise one and
headed off at great speed down the
hill towards Wimpole. That included
me. At the bottom of the trail we
found a turn back arrow. We
searched for ages looking for an
alternative route to the one and only trail to Wimpole. We failed
and after 15 mins headed
back up the hill to the pit.
Where was the pack. I could see Googly in the distance and
set off in pursuit. The trail headed off south in the opposite
direction to Wimpole. After several minutes and several long
stretches by large fields I caught up to Deep Shit who was
moaning that only Muff Diver had found his half mile turn
back. We continued south into the gale force wind.
Eventually it turned back toward the village and after a few
more fields we got back into civilisation.
The Chequers is now a Gastro Pub but still welcomed the hash after the run. It was packed with all the
tables munching away on Sunday roasts. Still the beer and service was good but inevitably long queues.

The Down Downs
Down downs were awarded to:







The hares
Deep Shit – Pissing in front of the RA
I’ve come so hard – Stripping on the trail
Jetstream – Peaking too early. Arrived before
the start
Big Swinger – Door was on the wrong side
Leg Over – For always leaving before his down
down.

A very unusual trail, different from past ones. I think it
was about 4m. Well that was what the FRBs told me
was on the GPSs. Thanks to the hares especially for the initial turn back.

On on, El Rave

Run 2110 – 10th Mar 2019
British Queen, Meldreth
Hare: Klinger and Klingon
Scribe: B@stard
I’ve been having to take my blood pressure this week and
realised it was because I didn’t need any more spam from
Bedsores about my run rite up
So here goes....
l For some reason my name came out of the GM’s sock – I suspect that mine was the only name in said sock – can’t
beat a conspiracy theory. A new runner was announced – a
septic called Twerk something or other. Off we went the
runners tearing off into the distance and down a false trail
meanwhile Taxi and I looked for the crocodile but, sadly it had
moved – not too much water in the river I suspect. By now the
runners had left me well behind but I always had a big behind
anyway. So, down the path by the river and under the bridge
beneath the railway – well, under for some. I reckoned what
with my back an’ all I’d be better off going the dangerous route
over the railway. Having let a train go by I looked left and right (no scissors in hand – please note !) and safely got to
the field opposite only to see the walkers disappearing into the distance. At this point, as I was already out of breath,
I contemplated returning to the hostelry. But coming up behind me was Googly with Googly Maps! He persuaded
me to follow his route and what a good route that was – not on trail but it was where it should have gone! Down a
path by the river and into what I hoped was the village. The walkers appeared in the distance – “How did you two get
here?” Well – we followed Googly Maps. At this point we were joined by Blowback, Josephine, Little Blow and Wei
Wei. Googly and I decided that the pub was a good option and so did Blowback, but he
was having a spat with Josie who wanted to be with her Mum and Sis. Fortunately, Little
Blow came to her senses and followed us. A brief stroll through the village and we were
at the pub. And jolly nice it was too. They generously gave tons of beer for the down
downs so everyone got one and I went home to snooze in front of the TV., There was a
drink stop somewhere but I didn’t make that – Gorilla got there and said it was shut so I
have no stories to tell except the pack got back late and smiling
Onwards

B@

May 2019
All runs start at 11 am (GM Please note)

Latest details www.ch3.co.uk

Hare raiser it`ll come off

Run 2118 May 5th – The Blue Ball , Grantchester, CB3 9NQ
Tel: 01223 846 004
Hare: Hold It For Me

Run 2119 May 12th - TBD
Tel:
Hare: School Boy’s Dream

Run 2120 May 19th – Bendysh Hall, Randwinter, CB10 2UA
Tel:
Hare: The Earl of Pampisford

Run 2120 May 26th – A Mystery
Tel:
Hare: Big Leg

Grand Master - Big Leg

Grand Mattress - Antar

Joint Master - School Boys Dream & Jonah Dick

Emeritus Grand Master - Googly

Religious Advisor - Kermit

Hare Raiser - It`ll come off

Edit Hare - Toed Bedsores

Web Master - El Rave

Hash Cash - While Your Down There

Hash Stats - Pedro

Beer Master - Benghazi

Song Master - Taxidermist

Haberdash - Slaphead & Benghazi

Hash Horn - Muff Diver

Hash Flash - Paparazzi & Pedro

Fat Controller - Gorilla

